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SEMICONDUCTOR QUBIT:

AN INTRODUCTION



From the original proposals...

Confinement of spins in semiconductor represents a fruitful platform for 

UNIVERSAL QUANTUM COMPUTATION
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QUANTUM DOT-based qubit 

DONOR-based qubit

Long coherence time
Fast gate operations
Easy manipulation

Potential for scaling

Group IV seminconductor 

Silicon

Nuclear free isotopes

Integrability with CMOS infrastructure



SOME RECENT RESULTS...



Intel reveals silicon-based quantum 

processor prototype

The ‘spin qubit processor’ is made with isotopically

pure silicon wafers, and uses magnetic resonance to

manipulate individual electrons.
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QD SINGLE SPIN QUBIT

DOUBLE QD SINGLET-TRIPLET QUBIT

DOUBLE QD HYBRID QUBIT 

QD SPIN-DONOR QUBIT

DONOR QUBIT



QD SINGLE SPIN QUBIT

DOUBLE QD SINGLET-TRIPLET QUBIT

DOUBLE QD HYBRID QUBIT 

DONOR QUBIT

QD SPIN-DONOR QUBIT 
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SPIN QUBITS:
ENERGY PROFILES &  
PHYSICAL CONTROLS

E. Ferraro, M. Fanciulli, M. De Michielis, 
J. Phys. Commun. 2, 115022 (2018)
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FLIP-FLOP QUBIT



Two eigenstates:

|g> : e- ground state

|e> : e- exited state

Encoded states:

Flip-flop qubit

Tosi et al., Nature Communications 8, 450 (2017)



Universal quantum gate set

G={H, Λ(S)}, where Λ(S) is a two-qubit gate in which the operation S is applied to the 

target qubit if and only if the control qubit is in the logical state |1>, for example the CNOT 

gate.

Moreover, a construction of the CNOT gate using only Rz(−π/2), H and sqrt(iSWAP) gates 

is feasible.

G={Rz(−π/2), H, sqrt(iSWAP)}

For each gate operation, we consider the effect of the charge noise using the 1/f model for 

the power spectral density, dominant in the low-frequency regime.
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• The 1/f noise model is based on the definition of the Power Spectral Density that is 

inversely proportional to the frequency and is given by S(ω)=α/(ωt0), where α is the 

noise amplitude, that does not depend on ω and t0 is the time unit. 

• We generated the 1/f noise in the frequency domain as

n(ω) =m(ω)−1/2eiφ(ω),

where m(ω) is generated from a standard Gaussian white process and the phase factor

φ(ω) = [0,2π] is chosen uniformly.

• To obtain the noise in the time domain, we calculate the inverse Fourier transform and

then multiply the result by the noise amplitude α

1/f noise model

ENTANGLEMENT FIDELITY

E. Paladino et al., Review of Modern Physics 86, 361 (2014)



Entanglement Fidelity in presence of 1/f noise model



|i1>, |i2> : e- state at the interface
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Transversal gates for Quantum Error Correction: 

some preliminary results @ r=360 nm

The infidelity is compared with its ideal value where the qubits does not interact



Conclusions

Quantum computation by flip-flop qubits, donor based qubits in which the logical states 

are encoded in the donor nuclear and its bound electron.

A universal set of quantum gates composed by {Rz(−π/2), H, sqrt(iSWAP)} has been 

presented and the noise effect on the entanglement fidelity has been studied.

The noise model adopted shows a 1/f spectrum, typical of qubit sensitive to charge noise.

Results are very promising in correspondance to a realistic noise level around 50 V/m, we 

obtain F>= 99.999% for the Rz(-pi/2) and 99.8% for the H gate. The two-qubit gate 

sqrt(iSWAP) may be realized with a fidelity above 99.5%.

Study on parallel one and two qubit operations for QEC code. 

E. Ferraro, D. Rei, M. Paris and M. De Michielis,

arXiv:2104.14341 (2021)


